
Located one block away from Gaudí’s Pedrera,

this building is the brainchild of architect Juli Capella

and was designed with contemporary flair to fit

into the city of Barcelona. The façade stands out

for the breaches that emerge along the building’s

exterior in totally unexpected fashion, as if it were

a living surface instinctively seeking out sunlight.

In addition to espousing an aesthetic concept, this

composition obeys the demanding functional re-

quirements of a cutting-edge urban hotel that

seeks to combine spacious openings, natural

lighting and pleasing views, while ensuring the

privacy of its guests and guaranteeing maximum

comfort insofar as soundproofing is concerned.

The result are rooms that look out obliquely onto

the spectacular space that is the Paseo de Gracia

and which are also protected from traffic noise.

The façade is rendered with a double cladding

scheme: the outermost face of white limestone

gives the building its appearance and is supported

by a hidden steel structure fastened to the floor

slabs; the inner wall was rendered with air-

brickwork with a sprayed-on polyurethane layer

to ensure proper insulation. This same wall houses

the Technal aluminium carpentry, namely, hinged

balcony doors with a concealed-leaf system from

the Epure series, which were chosen for their

aesthetic characteristics as well as their thermal

and acoustic performance. The hinged model,

which uses aluminium profiles with a thermal break

and double glass of 6 / 8 / 5 + 4 mm., proved to

be a more effective solution than the initial idea of

a sliding configuration in order to ensure greater

soundproofing, thereby reducing exterior noise.
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Omm, a City Hotel on the Cutting Edge

Project: Omm Hotel in Barcelona.

Architect: Juli Capella.

Developer: Tragaluz Group.

Builder: Forcimsa, S.A., Gescon 95, S.L.

Aluminium carpentry: Technal.

Industrial supplier: Juan Obré, S.A. (Technal Aluminier
Network).

Solution used: Epure concealed-leaf balcony doors.Horizontal section of the façade: close-up
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The project was to design two Business Complexes

located on adjoining blocks in an industrial area of

Madrid, to house the offices of several companies

and bureaus such as Financia of the BBVA Group,

Bodegas Barceló, the Board of Health of the Madrid

region and the Department of Justice for Juveniles,

among others. The seven detached buildings that

comprise the master project were built in two phases

and completed before the deadline set by the deve-

lopers. During the first phase, three buildings were

rendered with simple volumes and façades running

in horizontal lines, with bands of aluminium work

and glass alternating with bands of white concrete.

“We were especially scrupulous in our choice of the

aluminium work,” explains the architect Carmen

Molina Guerrero, “since it is used in a very similar

percentage to opaque walling in order to achieve

abundant natural light inside.” The four buildings

included in the second phase were built later, with

curtain walling and extensive open spans being

used to provide the façades with differentiating

elements. “We managed to unify the image of the

two development projects,” Carmen Molina Guerrero

goes on, “by maintaining horizontality, the same

aluminium work and pre-fabricated panels with a

texture similar to that used in the first phase.” The

20,000 m2 of curtain walling on the 7 buildings was

installed using the Mecano series in a horizontal

application scheme. For entrance doors and their

respective windbreaks, the PL series was used in

combination with the Technal System.  Furthermore,

the following finishing pieces were custom-extruded

for the project: exterior lower flashing, exterior upper

splays for water runoff, interior sills for finishing

against Pladur plasterboard rear supports and finis-

hing pieces against concrete or GRC prefab panels,

depending on the case.

20.000 m2 of Curtain Walling for Office Buildings

Projects: Office buildings located at c/ Julián Camarillo

4 & 6 in Madrid.

Architects: Javier Fernández Golfín, Javier Nabal Betere,

Ana Hidalgo Crespo and Carmen Molina Guerrero.

Developer: Necsohenar.

Builder: U.T.E. Necsobal.

Aluminium carpentry: Technal.

Industrial supplier: Laguna Belvis.

Solutions used: Mecano curtain walling in a horizontal

scheme, PL door, Technal System.

Upright

Vulcanised square joint

Sealed with UV-resistant silicone,
polished edges

Brace piece to prevent glass
deflection with negative pressure

Vertical seam joint

Mecano in a horizontal scheme
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Mart Pinatar was founded in 1992 by Juan Martínez

Quero and Manuela Valero Gallardo, who started

working in the sector in 1980. They were part of

the Technal Aluminier Network right from the start,

attracted by the reputation for guaranteed quality

as well as the possibility of offering a differentiated

brand in an area overrun with low-quality series.

Technal is virtually the only brand of aluminium that

they use. In the main, the provinces of Murcia and

Alicante constitute the scope of their activity, where

they have contributed to the following projects:

Almacenes La Giralda in Yecla, the Cimbel Hotel in

Benidorm, the Jofel in Alicante, and the J. Pujante

Mercedes dealerships in Murcia. In addition, they

installed the aluminium carpentry at the headquarters

of Polaris World, which stands out for the simplicity

and elegance of its forms. According to the com-

pany, the extremely closed angles and impossible

joints of this project made it an extremely difficult

one. The extended distance between some floor

slabs meant that special fasteners had to be desig-

ned in order to achieve abutments. The facilities of

Mart Pinatar have a 2,800-m2 workshop, a 150-m2

showroom and a Technical Office, equipped with

leading-edge computer technology. Mart Pinatar is

staffed by 33 employees and, looking ahead, it

plans to keep its sights set on improving and mo-

dernising, with its chief goal being to maintain the

levels of quality and performance that its clients

have come to expect.

Mart Pinatar,
Member of the
Technal Aluminier
Network

Located in the Alcalá Garena Logistics Park, this new centre

replaces the old ones at San Fernando de Henares (Technal)

and Las Mercedes (Domal). It was designed as part of Technal’s

new logistics platform, which now has 11,000 m2 of storage

space for products waiting to be distributed throughout Spain.

While the new Alcalá centre will supply the areas of Galicia,

Asturias, Cantabria, Castile-León, Madrid, Castile-La Mancha,

Extremadura, Andalusia and the Canaries, the Parets del

Vallès centre will supply the remaining regions.  The new

centre is equipped with a 4,000-m2 warehouse, 1,700 m2 of

office space and a showroom featuring actual-size samples.

 There are also Training Halls where courses can be given

and a Pilot Workshop for practical product training activities.

 Part of the reason for choosing this easily-accessible, modern

industrial estate was its close proximity to the two centres

which it replaces, so as not to adversely affect the employees

when travelling to and from work. This move represents a

real commitment by Hydro Building Systems to bolstering its

presence in central Spain and to improving the level of service

it provides to all of its clients and specifiers.

Technal Logistics Centre

Parque Logístico Alcalá Garena

Rotonda René Descartes, s/n – Parcela 101 – Módulo 1 D

28806 Alcalá de Henares (Madrid)

Phone: 91 802 96 15 – Fax: 91 802 71 27

Email: delegacion.madrid.hbss@hydro.com

New Technal Logistics Centre
in Madrid

Technal’s two new catalogues have been available: the

Commercial Catalogue and the Technical Catalogue. The

Commercial Catalogue features all of the up-to-date product

offerings, with close to 200 photos of the most common

applications and cross-sections of the corresponding profiles,

giving professionals a bevy of examples of the possibilities

that Technal’s architectural aluminium systems can offer.

Included in this catalogue are such recently developed products

as the MC Plus façade, the Mallorquina Esmeralda slatted

shutter and the Unicity window, among others. Each product

series is presented with technical specs, a description of the

components that comprise it, its performance characteristics,

variations and the inertias of its most important profiles. The

Technical Catalogue is a companion to the Commercial

volume, since it includes profiles, joints and accessories for

each series.  Profiles are displayed to scale, which will make

it a valuable tool for industrial suppliers.  For more information,

or to request a copy of both Technal catalogues, please

contact 93 573 7777.

New Technal Catalogues

Virtual recreation of Mart Pinatar’s new facilities in Murcia



The office layout designed by architects Francisco

Cavas García, José Ramón López Muñoz and Jesús

Ramón Ortín Avilés emphasises the triangular shape

of the ground plot, splitting its corner with an ex-

tensive longitudinal cleft that divides the building in

two. This yields two totally glass-covered lateral

edges that end in a sharp 21º angle. Between them

is the main entrance to the heart of the building, a

large open space that serves as an inner courtyard

around which the different work areas are organised.

To make the most of natural light, the roof was split

into two different heights, using clearstories rendered

with Mecano profiles by Technal that create two

continuous bands of illumination and ventilation.

The form and image of the building are reinforced

with the use of only two materials on the façade, in

perfect symbiosis with each other:  curtain walling

with blue-tinted solar-protection glass, and aluminium

panels of the same colour, arranged in equidistant

horizontal lines that run around the entire perimeter

of the building.  In accordance with the architects’

strict preference for a system with concealed exterior

profiles, the curtain wall was rendered with the

WicSky SG series by Wicona (a brand of Hydro

Building Systems) that gives the façade internal

visual transparency, reduces the final overhang of

glass on the gridwork and ensures easy cleaning

and maintenance, since it uses the sealed joint

system.  The WicSky SG aluminium profiles were

custom-extruded for this project and were given a

matte silver anodised finish. In addition, special

fastening solutions were devised for spans of nearly

6.5 m. between supports and 3 m. between uprights.
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Polaris World Office Building

The main
façade with

the entrance
cleft leading

to offices

Technal® is
a brand
of the

Close-up of the clearstory rendered with the Mecano series

   The inner courtyard provides access to the ground
floor and the lifts as well as the core areas of the facility

▼

▼

Project: Office building in Torre Pacheco (Murcia).

Architects: Francisco Cavas García, José Ramón López
Muñoz and Jesús Ramón Ortín Avilés.

Developer: Polaris World, S.L.

Builder: Construcciones Torre Pacheco.

Aluminium carpentry: Technal.

Industrial supplier: Mart Pinatar (Technal Aluminier Network).

Solutions used: Mecano and WicSky SG series.

Photos: David Frutos.
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The north façade
is completely

glass-covered.
The south fa ade
combines curtain

walling and
aluminium panels

WicSky SG
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